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Instructions for use
1. all goals are in heavy typeface. Interventions, which act as prompts t> support the nade, are in normal type.
2. The palliative care guidelines are printedonthe pages.at the end ef the pathway. Please make reference as necessary.
  
3. If you have any problems regarding the pathway contactthe Pall   Practitioners are free to exercise their own professional Judgement, wever, any alteration to the practice identified within this LCP must be
noted as a variance on the sheet atthe back of the pathways,
  
    Criteria for use of the LCP
All possible reversible causesfi e current condition have been considered:
 
  
 
The multiprofessional team hasagreed that the patient is dying, and two of the following may apply:-
’ FE Semi-comatose CcThe patient i bedbound-  
Only able to take sips of fluids 4 fe Cc] No longerable to take tablets oO
CONSUITANES ......ccantiaceseeaemenntamnnreaeneeer ne NAME NUS? ..cccececeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeerenees
LCP Nov 2005-version 11 ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION HERE
 All personnel completing the care pathway
please sign below
Name (print) | — Full signature Initials Professionaltitle
LCP Nov 2005-version 11 ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION HERE 2
 NAME! wccccceceseececeeeeseeeeeeeereeteneeeseneeneeeeeenes Unit: MO '.n.......<:-.sasseneeverecvesees Date/Time COMMENCEC:E ....ceseseeseeeeeeeneees
 | Initialassessment  
  
PRIMARY DIAGNOSIS. ...........ccccccccssseeeseseseteeeenenenseneeee cence SECONDARYDIAGNOSIS: ...
 
     
     
Date of In-patient SdMission:...cccscscssssecscccssccsessserserssesrovensecosssnenneces ERHIMIGIEY®...c..scsneonsdisssoraorsanesy
DOB). ceeccccccscceeseeseteeseeteeeeeeeaeseees NHS 1G? isvcsavencmonmeernmnnzremreneen
Unable to swallow YesO NnoOU Aware
Nausea YesO noO Conscious
Vomiting YesO noO UTI problems
| Constipated YesO noO Catheterised
Confused YesO No] Respiratory tract secretions
Agitation YesO noOUl Dyspnoea
Restless YesO NnoOU
Distressed YesO noO
  
   
 
   
Goal 1: Current medication assessed and non
syringe driver commencedif appropr
Inappropriate medication discontinue
 
 
   
     
Goal2: PRN subcutaneous medi
(See sheets at back of LCP fo
Pain
Agitation
Respiratory tr.
Nausea & vo,
Dyspnoea
  t:secretions
  
   SedativeAnticholinergic
Anti-emetic
Anxiolytic / Muscle relaxant
Yes O
Yes O
Yes O
Yes O
Yes 0
No LJ
No CJ
No
No CL]
No
Goal 3a:
 
  
Decisions to discontinue inappropriate nursing interventions taken
Routine turning regime - reposition for comfort only - consider pressurerelieving mattress —
& appropriate assessments re skin integrity - taking vital signs.
If BM monitoring in place reduce frequency as appropriate e.g. once daily
YessO noOl nsaQl
YessO noOl nsaQl
YessO noO n/Al
YessO noUl
 
YessO noOnsaQl
YesO noU  Goal 3b: Syringe driver set up within 4 hours of doctors orderNUIS@ SIGMATUFe! ......c cece cee eee cette neste eee een en ee nee ee rene Date: c.ccccccecceceeeeeeeeeeeeeeneaes YesO No Oo N/A oO
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NAME!  v.eeccceseceeeeceenecusveveveeeeeeeeereuereceraeaes Unit NO! ....ececeeseseseeeeeeeeeeees stsleacafaaie une Date: ....cccscccseceaeeeeeneeees
Initial assessment- Continued     a) Patientb) Family/otherGoal 4: Ability to communicate in English assessed as adequate Comatosed LJ
     
 
Goal 5: Insight into condition assessed
Awareof diagnosis a) Patient
b) Family/other
Recognition of dying c) Patient
d) Family/other
Comatosed 1]
 
YesO no’Comatosed 0
  
    
    
Goal 6: Religious/spiritual needs assessed
a) with Patient
b) with Family/other
Patient/other maybe anxiousfor self/others
Consider specific cultural needs
Consider support of Chaplaincy Team
Religious Tradition identified, if yes specify:
Support of Chaplaincy Team offered
In-house support Tel/bleep no? ....ceccceeeeeed
External support Tel/bleep no? wo..“eee ‘
  
  
      
 
J. Comatosed O
. Date/time: voce
Date/OM)s scsssssversscreccrccss
     
 
At any time O1 Notat ni me El. stay overnightat Hospital 0]
Goal 7: Identify ho famil /other areto be informedof patient’s impending death YesO no
/|:Goal 8:
n theward; Visiting times; Any other relevant information.
‘ Goal 9: G.P. Practice is awareofpatient’s condition
    P. Practice to be contactedif unaware patientis dying,_messagecanbeleft with the receptionist
YesO no
Goal 10: Plan ofcare explained & discussed with:
a) Patient
b) Family/other
YesCO No] Comatosed 0
YesO noO
Goal 11: Family/other express understanding of planned care
& documented. The LCP document maybe discussed as appropriate
 
YesO noO
Family/other aware that the planned care is now focused on care of the dying & their concernsareidentified
Health Professional signature: If you have charted “No”against any goal so far, please complete variance sheet on the back page.
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04:00. 08:‘00 12:00 16:00. | 20:00 24:00
 
Patientproblem/focus— 
Ongoing assessment
Pain LEP
Goal: Patient is pain free AE
@ Verbalised by patientif conscious a
@ Pain free on movement z
® Appears peaceful
®@ Consider need for positional change
Agitation
Goal: Patient is not agitated
®@ Patient does not display signs of delirium, terminal anguish,
restlessness (thrashing, plucking, twitching)
@ exclude retention of urine as cause oe
® Consider need for positional change é a8
  
Respiratory tract secretions
Goal: Excessive secretions are not a problem
@ Medication to be given as soon as symptomsarise
® Consider need for positional change
@ Symptom discussed with family/other
 
Nausea & vomiting
Goal: Patient does not feel nauseous or vomits eh
®@ Patient verbalises if conscious
 
   
  
  
Dyspnoea :
Goal: Breathlessnessis not distressing for
® Patient verbalises if conscious.
® Consider need for positional change.
 
Treatment/procedures
Mouth care
  
 
Goal: Patientis comforted)
®@ Urinary catheter o
incontinence
Medication (If medication not required please record as N/A)
Goal: All medication is given safely & accurately
© If syringe driver in progress checkat least 4 hourly
according to monitoring sheet       Signature
Repeat this page 24 hrly. Spare copies on Ward
If you have charted “V” against any goal so far, please complete variance sheet on the back page
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 NAME!  scseeccvcessweewsnmenestearseoswiseseaesestiavers Unit NO! we. ececececececeecueeeeeeeeereeeeeseenees Date? siscsssswsveverenenerwenens
Codes (please enter in columns) A= Achieved V=Variance 08:00
|
20:00
‘Mobility/Pressure _| Goal: Patient is comfortable and in a safe environment
| © Clinical assessmentof:
Skin integrity
Need for positional change
Need for special mattress
Personal hygiene, bed bath, eye care needs
 
Goal: Patient is not agitated or distressed due to constipation or diarrhoea
 
Patient
Goal: Patient becomes aware ofthe situation as appropriate
® Patientis informed of procedures
® Touch, verbal communication is continued
  
    
 
 
Family/other
Goal: Family/other are preparedfor the patient’s imminentdeath
of achieving peace of mind andaoe x
 
®@ Ensure recognition that patientis dying &o the measures, taken to maintain Seip fort
®@ Chaplaincy Team support offered SEED
  
  
@ Patient/other may be anxiousfor.
®@ Support of Chaplaincy Team may
®@ Consider cultural needs Careof the family ;
others e    
 
Signature   
  Health ProfessionalSignature sD cacnninetolare eset ialalfalaiee elas eae aawalsiew ReNa ales NIQIU sacnsesswsewwiesedncedineexenean  “Multidiscipl    
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NAME!  viececcccectecceeceeeeeeeeeeeeenesseeeneeseeneenes Unit NO! ....cceeecceceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeeeneeaes
Codes (please enter in columns) A= Achieved V=Variance (not a signature)
Section 2| Patient problem/focus 04:00 08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 | 24:00
Ongoing assessment
Pain
Goal: Patientis pain free
@ Verbalised by patient if conscious
@ Pain free on movement
@ Appears peaceful
® Consider need for positional change
Agitation
Goal: Patient is not agitated
® Patient does not display signs of delirium, terminal anguish,
restlessness (thrashing, plucking, twitching)
®@ exclude retention of urine as cause
® Consider need for positional change
  
Respiratory tract secretions
Goal: Excessive secretions are not a problem
@ Medication to be given as soon as symptomsarise
® Consider need for positional change
@ Symptom discussed with family/other
 
 Nausea & vomiting
Goal: Patient does not feel nauseous or vomits
® Patient verbalises if conscious
 
   
  
Dyspnoea
Goal: Breathlessnessis not distressing fo
@ Patient verbalises if conscious.
® Consider need for positional change.  
 
Treatment/procedures
Mouth care
Goal: Mouth is”
© See mo policy es
® Mouthcare assessmentat least 4 hourly
e Frequency of mouti’€ depends onindivid ual need
e ily/ yIved in caregiven
 
     stand clean —
  
   @ Urinary cathetér ifin:retent
© Urinary catheter or pads, if general weakness creates
incontinence
Medication (If medication not required please record as N/A)
Goal: All medication is given safely & accurately
@ If syringe driver in progress check at least 4 hourly
according to monitoring sheet  Signature      
Repeat this page 24 hrly. Spare copies on Ward
If you have charted “V”against any goalso far, please complete variance sheet on the back page
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 NAMIC: sxseysesnessswennenes ecemmasnwswnueesinaeanenases UNit NO! icc ceeccecceceee esse eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeees Date! .occccecccccseeaeeeeenees
 Codes (please enter in columns) A= Achieved V=Variance 08:00 20:00
Mobility/Pressure Goal: Patient is comfortable and in a safe environment
© Clinical assessmentof:
Skin integrity
Need for positional change
Need for special mattress
Personal hygiene, bed bath, eye care needs
Goal: Patient is not agitated or distressed dueto constipation or diarrhoea
Patient
Goal: Patient becomes aware ofthe situation as appropriate
© Patient is informed of procedures
® Touch, verbal communication is continued
 
  
     
 
Family/other
Goal: Family/other are prepared for the patient’s imminentdeath wil ‘the aim
of achieving peace of mind and acceptance
@ Checkeee of nominateda famnllyfothe 5
e
@ Ensure recognition that patient is dying 0
®@ Chaplaincy Team support offered   Goal: The needs of
® Consider health  
Signature   
Health Professional
Signature
 
     Multidisciplinaryprogressnotes 
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 Codes (please enter in columns) A= Achieved V=Variance (nota signature)
Section2|Patient problem/focus 04:00 08:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 | 24:00
Ongoing assessment
Pain
Goal: Patient is pain free
® Verbalised by patient if conscious
@ Pain free on movement
@ Appears peaceful
® consider need for positional change
  
Agitation
Goal: Patient is not agitated
® Patient does not display signs ofdelirium, terminal anguish,
restlessness (thrashing, plucking, twitching)
® exclude retention of urine as cause
®@ Consider need for positional change
  
Respiratory tract secretions
Goal: Excessive secretions are not a problem
® Medication to be given as soon as symptomsarise
® Consider need for positional change
@ Symptom discussed with family/other
  
 
Nausea & vomiting
Goal: Patient does not feel nauseous or vomits
@ Patient verbalises if conscious
   
 
  
Dyspnoea
Goal: Breathlessnessis not distressingf
@ Patient verbalises if conscious.
@ Consider need for positional change.   re dependsonindividual needincaregiven ~~
 
 
    
  
Micturition
Goal: Patient is comfortable” =
@ Urinary cathetér ifin: stator
© Urinary catheter
incontinence
s,if general weakness creates
Medication (If medication not required please record as N/A)
Goal: All medication is given safely & accurately
© If syringe driver in progress checkatleast 4 hourly
according to monitoring sheet
Signature       
Repeatthis page 24 hrly. Spare copies on Ward
If you have charted “V” against any goal so far, please complete variance sheet on the back page
LCP Nov 2005-version 11 ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION HERE
 
  
Codes (please enter in columns) A= Achieved V=Variance
_Mobility/Pressure _  
  
Goal: Patient is comfortable and in a safe environment
®@ Clinical assessmentof:
Skin integrity
Need for positional change
Need for special mattress
Personal hygiene, bed bath, eye care needs
 
Bowel care Goal: Patient is not agitated or distressed due to constipation or diarrhoea      
    : dpsigtt suppol PatientGoal: Patient becomes aware ofthe situation as appropriate
® Patient is informed of procedures
@ Touch, verbal communication is continued
  
      Family/other
Goal: Family/other are prepared for the patient’s imminent deat!
of achieving peace of mind and neoeptanice
e
vith the aim   
 
 
Signature   
Health Professional
Signature
Multidisciplinary proc   
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 Name:  ..scceeeee neenerassisessanenernneeeaineialde’ weerese  UWNTE NO! sxiweresececoanesses dete eeeeeeeaeeneneeees Date? is envenaee aeeaaeeRessieT waa
SECTION 3 Verification of death
 
   Date OF COAtHS ....sccceccecessnccovevsdeedvaederendersseren san seesenieceneecsecttovecunscarensesssenseansensuorsngnonansedees Timeof deatt
(oye) <0)gM 9)=o1>)8
|
  © If out of hours contact on next working day
Message can beleft with receptionist
  
 
  
  
    
     
YesO noO
YesO noO
Checkfor the following:
© explain mortuary viewing as appro
@ Family aware cardiac devices (ICL
%@ Post mortem discussed as appropria
®
YesO noO
© =Relatives/other informed,
working day to make a
for patient’s valuables & belongings YyesO noOl
nedfor by identified person
YesO noO
YesO no
Have you completed the last 4 & 12 hourly observation
Please contact the Palliative Care Team to inform them thatthis patient was on a pathway.  
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 Variance analysis
 
  
  
 
    
  
 
   
  
    
 
 
Wh z d & why? |
SIQMAtCUTE..... eee eeeeeeteeeeeeteeeeeteeeee SIGMAtUre..... 0...eee eeeeeeeeeeteeee Signature.ieee
Date/TiMe........escecceceeceteereteeeeeees : Date/TiMG.........eccecceeccceseeseeseeeees Date/Time... Geteeeteeeees
SIQNQCUICss scseecssescesetissessesneaveaees SIQNACUIGC cess dcveierrctnrcsseeaceenene
Date/TiIME.........cccccccccccceseceeseesereeee Date/Titt Qxsiscscsessscevsccevvers sworaciecaeve
Signature...eee SIQMALUPCaceccevesvessverssesernceesteerct
Date/Time..........0.:0000 Date/Time........ccccceccceeeecessseeeeeees
SIGNACUPCsvesscstssvesnceaseasaneesevccasresss SIQNQUUPC ssi ccesssssessscessesseeseseccsvenee
Date/Time.. Date/Time........cccccccceeeceseeeeeeee Date/Time.........0cccccccccceeseseeeseeeeet
SIGNACUICsscesteens cesvsrvessecsbeteresenvenes SIQMACUPE....eeeceeeseeeseeeeeeees SIQMAtUPe.......e ce eeceeeeeeseceeteeeeseeet
Date/TiIMG........:eccccceccscseceeeeseees DateTMCriss. ssssescicewiiecssscosesenszacve Date/TiMG.........cccccceccesesccesesereeenes   
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Variance analysis
 
    
  
  
  
  
  
  
WhatVariance occurred & why? Action Taken Outcome
SIQMAtUree... eee eee eee cesses eeeee SIQNACUICsvesaseceeesscsrzasecseeisesvsxvones Signature.
netie e
eee
Date/TiMe.......seeveteraeatncvessasest Date/TiMe.....cccsseccccssscssessseseesees Date/Time...
2
ieee
SIQHACUICxccerseescevcerevenssscececciccrsoees SIGMACULEe...eecee cseeteeteeteeeeeee
Date/TiM............cccccceeceeeereeeeteeees Date/TiIME.........ccccccceeeereeeeeeeeseeeeet
SIGHACUFE0 ..0.cc0.ccesve00e SIQNALUTE.......00: sstsvcesserwexeeneeneseaee
Date/TiMe...........::ccce Date/Ti @isississiscassecceisresncesscesennes
SIQMACUFE............ sesceeeseeceeeesseeeeet SIGMAture....... ee eeeceeeceseeeeteeeeeteees
Date/Time.. Date/TM..sccssecsvecseseveceeersevexrecscene Date/Time.........--iseasciecesrenneeesses
SIQNACUISissscssecsreseazeveesereacsereentene SIQMAtUFE......... sc eseseseeeeeneeeeeeeeees SIGMAtUree... eeeeeeeeeeetereeeeeeees
Date/TiMe........:ccccccceeeeeceeteeeeteeeet Date/Tim Gissciviecsseeresversesscesserecsneace Date/Tit Gisvwsisnysvesineawueeeseseesns
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Is patient already taking oral morphine
 T
 
 
YES    
 
NO    
 
 
Is patient alread
     
 
  
  
 
  
1.Convert to a Syringe
Driver accordingly or seek
support from the Palliative
Care Team or Pharmacy   
  
   
 
1.DIAMORPHINE 2.5mg -
5mg s/c prn
 
 
 
 
F divide the
e of
B e.g. MST
Ly =
F 20mg via
ver
      
   
   
 2. Prescribe prn dose of
» DIAMORPHINE which
should be 1/6 of 24hr
dosein driver e.g.
DIAMORPHINE 20mg s/c
via driver will require 2.5 -
5mg DIAMORPHINEs/c
prn
 
2. After 24hrs review
medication, if three or
more doses required prn
then consider a syringe
driver over 24hrs   
* If symptomspersist contact the Palliative Care Team
* Morphine 5 - 10mg s/c prn maybeutilized as an alternative
¢ Anticipatory prescribing in this mannerwill ensure that in the last hours / daysoflife.
there is no delay responding to a symptomif it occurs.
* These guidelines are produced according to local policy & procedure & you may wantto
alter them for local use and reference them accordingly
LCP Nov 2005-version 11 ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION HERE 14
  
Terminal restlessness and agitation
 
 
 
 
1. MIDAZOLAM 2.9 - 5mg s/c prn
   
 
 
2. Review the required
medication affer 24hrs,if
three or morg prn doses
have been required then
consider a sywinge driver
over 24 hrs  
 
2. If three or more
consider use of a
24hrs 
doses required prn,
syringe driver over  
 
 
 
 
* Anticipatory prescribing in this mannerwill ensure that in the last hours / daysoflife there is no
delay responding to a symptomif it occurs.
  
     
   
   
 
* These guidelines are produced according to localpolicy & procedure & you may wantto alter them
for local use and reference them accordingly
LCP Nov 2005-version 11 ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION HERE 15
 Respiratory tract secretions
  
 
  
 
1. HYOSCINE HYDROBROMIDE0.4mg OBROMIDE ~
s/c bolus injections. Consider syringe
driver 1.2mg over 24hrs     
 
2. Continue to give prn dbsage accordingly 2. If two or more dpsesof prn
HYOSCINE HYDRPBROMIDE
required then consider a syringe
iver s/c over 24hrs
     
  3. Increase total 24he lose-to 2.4mg after
24hrs if symptoms pers   
* These guidelines are produced according to local policy & procedure & you may wantto alter
them for local use and reference them accordingly
LCP Nov 2005-version 11 ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION HERE
        
         
    
16
 Nausea and vomiting
     
            
  1. CYCLIZINE 50mgs/c bolus injection S CYCLIZINE 50mp s/c 8hly prn     
 
2. Review dosage after 24hrs. If two or
more prn doses given, then consider
use of a syringe driver   
 
  
3. CYCLIZINE 100
driver over 24hrs it 
Cyclizine.is.not r
rnative antiemetics according to local policy & procedure may beprescribed
Haloperidol s/c 2.5-5mgprn (5 - 10mg viaas/c syringe Driver over 24 hrs)
Levomepromazine s/c 6.25mg prn (6.25 - 12.5 mg viaa s/c syringe Driver
over 24hrs)
  
* Anticipatory prescribing in this mannerwill ensure that in the last hours / daysoflife there is no
delay responding to a symptomif it occurs.
* These guidelines are produced according to local policy & procedure & you may wantto alter them
for local use —- many areas have complex algorithms as guidance for the management of nausea or
vomiting, and may be referenced accordingly
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 Dyspnoea
 
    
   
     
    
 
  eee 
Is patient already taking oral morphine 1. DIAMORPHINE 2.5m
for breathlessness     
  
      
YES NO
1. Convert to DIAMORPHINE 1.DIAMORPHINE 2.5mg -
and give 4 hourly or via a 5mg s/c prn
Syringe Driver - for   further advice & support
liaise with Palliative Care
Team / Pharmacy    
* If symptomspersist contact the Palliative Care Team.
* Anticipatory prescribing in this mannerwill ensure that in the last hours / daysoflife there is no delay
responding to a symptomif it occurs.
* These guidelines are produced according to local policy & procedure & you may wantto alter them for localuse and reference accordingly
LCP Nov 2005-version 11 ADD NAME OF ORGANISATION HERE 18
Appendix 2. Summary of process for questionnaire development
 
Step 1.Question formulation
  
 
Step 2.Expert panel review
  
 
Draft questionnaire formed
  
 
Step 3.Wider audience review
  
 y
Step 4. Questions revised and
combinedto form draft ECHO-D
for use in pilot & cognitive
interviews with relatives 
 
LCP goal identified
Vv
Potential questions and following details documented on
database: question, responseoptions, domain of care,
source of question, grouping, validity and reliability
measures, overall decision made and reasonforthis decision
 
Part 1: Expert Panelrating form - drafted rating form for
completion by panel members
Vv
Part 2: Summary of independentrating exercise - responses
werecollated, issues summarised and discussed at Expert
Panel meeting
Part 3: Summary of meeting - consensus form detailed
decisions made about content and wording of questions
VV
Part 4: Draft questions formulated
 
 
Feedbackfor individual questions was summarised (both
from wider audience review and cognitive interviews with
auiket nurse specialists)
This feedbackinfluenced the content and wording of
questions used to form questionnaire for pre-testing with
bereavedrelatives
429
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Step 2: Expert Panel review
Part 4: Draft questionnaire formulation
B7. Did anyof the doctors and nurses discuss with you the provision offluids for
hydration in the last two daysoflife?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
B8. How werefluids given to him/herin the last two daysof his/herlife?
By moistening his/her mouth with a damp sponge
By giving sips of water
By giving fluids through a ‘drip’
No fluids were given
Don’t know
Other (please specify)
Oo
Oo
do
da
0
 
B9.In your opinion, was this wayof providing fluids, the appropriate one?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
Pleasefeel free to commentif you wishto: 
B10. In your view, did s/he have any unnecessary tests or checks (for example too
manyblood tests or blood pressure checks)?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
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Step 4: Wider audience review
Questionsfor draft questionnaire to be used with bereaved relatives
B7. How werefluids given to him/herin the last two daysof his/herlife?
By moistening his/her mouth with a damp sponge
By giving sips of water
By giving fluids througha ‘drip’
No fluids were given
Don’t know
Other(please specify)
O
H
o
a
d
a
ao
 
B8.In your opinion, was this wayof providing fluids the appropriate one?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
B9. Did any of the doctors or nurses discuss with you whether giving fluids through a
‘drip’ would be appropriate in the last two daysoflife?
Yes oO
No O
Don’t know oO
B10. In your view, did s/he have any unnecessary tests or checks (for example too
manybloodtests or blood pressure checks)?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
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6 December 2005
Professor J Ellershaw
Professorof Palliative Medicine
Royal Liverpool University Hospital
Prescot Street
Liverpool
L7 8XP
Dear Professor Ellershaw
Full title of study: How well do patients die? The developmentof a questionnaire
assessingrelative's perceptions regarding quality of care for dying patients
REC reference number: 05/Q1505/126
Thank you for yourletter of 18 November 2005, responding to the Committee’s requestfor
further information on the above research.
The further information has been considered on behalf of the Committee by the Chair.
Confirmation of ethical opinion
On behalf of the Committee, | am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical opinion for the
above research onthe basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting
documentation.
Conditions of approval
The favourable opinion is given provided that you comply with the conditions set out in the
attached document. You are advised to study the conditions carefully.
Approved documents
Thefinal list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee is as follows:
 
   
Document— |Version—_|Date oe
Application 03 October 2005
Investigator CV Proefssor J 07 October 2005
E Ellershaw
Investigator CV Evelyn MI! 07 October 2005
Williams
Protocol 1.6 01 October 2005
Statistician Comments -10 September
2005
Questionnaire 3 28 September
2005
Letter of invitation to participant 1.2 30 September
2005
Participant Information Sheet (PIS) 1.3 11 November 2005
Participant Consent Form 1.3 11 November 2005
Pilot Letter of Invitiation to participant 1.2 30 September
2005
Interview Structure 1.1 06 October 2005
ReminderLetter 1.3 11 November 2005  
An advisory committee to Cheshire and Merseyside Strategic Health Authority
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Pilot Response Form 1.1 20 September
2005
Response Form 1.1 20 September
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Information document from Marie Curie Palliative Care 10 October 2005
Institute
GPLetter 1.2 30 September
2005
Consultant Letter 1.2 30 September
2005
Certificate of membership for MDDUS Professor J 19 September
E Ellershaw 2005
Pilot Participant Information Sheet (PIS) 1.4 11 November 2005
Research governance approval
The study should not commence at any NHSsite until the local Principal Investigator has
obtained final research governance approval from the R&D Departmentfor the relevant NHS
care organisation.
Statement of compliance
The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for
Research Ethics Committees (July 2001) and compliesfully with the Standard Operating
Procedures for Research Ethics Committees in the UK.
 | 05/Q1505/126 Please quote this numberon all correspondence
With the Committee’s best wishesfor the successof this project
Yours sincerelyLSE,
Pf Df T S Purewal
Chair
E-mail: jenny.cross@centralliverpoolpct.nhs.uk
Enclosures Standard approval conditions
Copyto:
Dr C Mayland,Palliative Care Institute
Dr R Owen, R&D Department, Royal Liverpool University Hospital
An advisory committee to Cheshire and Merseyside Strategic Health Authority
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Appendix 4: Letter of invitation (pilot)
Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute
Palliative Care Team
RoyalLiverpool Hospital
Prescot Street
Liverpool L7 8XP
Tel: 0151 706 2274
Date
Dear Name
RE: Howwell do we carefor dying patients? Assessing relatives’ views
regarding the quality of care at end-of-life.
Study by Dr Catriona Mayland, Dr EMI Williams and Professor JE Ellershaw
from the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute, Liverpool
The aboveproject, led by Professor Ellershaw,is looking at the quality of care received by
peoplein their last daysoflife and the experiencesoftheir family andfriends during this time.It
is very important to know about the experiences of people atthis difficult time. The information
will help to plan better end-of-life care in the future.
Aspart of the project, a questionnaire has been developedfor use with relatives. We need to
pilot the questionnaire to ensure that questions can be understood and thatall the important
aspects of care are included.
The Psychological and Social Care Team based at the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool identified
you as someone who maywishto participate in this project. We would like to invite you to help
with this study. If you wishto participate, please complete the response form with your contact
details. All information will be treated confidentially. An information sheet about the project is
enclosed.
Participation in this project would involve completing a questionnaire. Additionally, we would like
someparticipants to attend a one-to-oneinterview.This interview would ask about how you
found the questionnaire and discuss ways that it could be improved. Finally, you will be asked if
you would be willing to complete the questionnaire again approximately four weekslater.
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If you do not wish to take part, please return the response form so we do not contact you again.
Thankyoufor reading this information.
Yours sincerely
Dr Catriona May land
Clinical Research Fellow in Palliative Medicine
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Appendix 5: PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
How well do wecare for dying patients? Assessing relatives’ views
aboutthe quality of care at the end-of-life.
Contact for Further Information:
Dr Catriona Mayland, Clinical Research Fellow in Palliative Medicine
Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute, Directorate of Palliative Care, Royal
Liverpool Hospital, Liverpool.
Tel: 0151 706 2274 Email: catriona.mayland@rlbuht.nhs.uk
Youare being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decideit is important for you
to understand whythe researchis being done and whatit will involve. Please taketime to read
the following information carefully and discussit with others if you wish. Askusif there is
anything thatis not clearor if you would like more information. Take time to decide whetheror
not you wishto take part. Thank youfor readingthis.
Whatis the purposeof the study?
The purposeof this studyis to look at the quality of care and support provided to patients in
their last days oflife, and to their families and friends during this time. As part of this project, we
need to see that the questionnaire we wishto useis sensitive, easy to understand andincludes
all the important aspects of care at the end oflife.
Whyhave| been chosen?
The Psychological and Social Care Team based at the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool identified
you as someone who maywishto participate in this project. Other people, who were family
membersorfriends to patients who died in Marie Curie Hospice and the RoyalLiverpool &
Broadgreen University Hospitals, will also be invited to participate in this research
(approximately 50 people).
Do | have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whetheror not to take part. If you do decide to take part you will be
given this information sheet to keep. Participation is voluntary and you may change your mind
or choosenotto continue in the study at any time, without having to give a reason for doing so.
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Whatwill happen to meif | take part?
1. You will be asked to return the response form giving your contact details. One of the
research team will then contact you and arrange to send you a questionnaire, which will
take an about an hour to complete. The questionnaire contains a series of questions
relating to the care and experiences that your family member orfriend receivedin their
last daysoflife.
2. Within the questionnaire, you will be askedif you are willing to participate in an
interview. The interview will ask your opinion about the wording and sensitivity of the
questions and whetheryoufeel additional questions should be included. If you would
like to participate in an interview, the research team will contact you to arrange a
suitable time for this to occur. You will be asked to sign a consent form and with your
permissionthe interview will be tape-recorded. The interviewerwill listen to these tape
recordings and may use them to form a written accountof the interview. Both the tape
recordings and the written accountswill be destroyed at the end of the project, estimated
to be 2011.
3. Finally, within the questionnaire, you will be asked if you are prepared to complete the
same questionnaire again in approximately four weekstime. If you indicate you would be
willing to do this, the questionnaire will be sent out again.
What do | have to do?
To take part in this study, you should complete and return the response card. The research
team will then contact you to send a questionnaire.
If you indicate that you would bewilling to participate in an interview, the research team will
contact you to arrange a convenienttime for the interview. The interview will be audio taped and
depending on your preference could occurat the Royal Liverpool Hospital or the Marie Curie
Hospice, Liverpool. If neither of these places is suitable, alternative arrangements can be made.
If you indicate that you would bewilling to complete the questionnaire again, a further copy will
be sent out approximately four weeksafterthe first one.
However,if you decidenot to participate, please return the response form using the SAE
provided so that the research team do not contact you again.
Whatis the procedurethat is being tested?
Weare looking at see whetherthe care received by patients dying from cancer varies between
the hospice and hospital setting.
Whatare the possible disadvantagesandrisks of taking part?
Weappreciatethis is a sensitive area andit is possible that you may find someof the questions
upsetting. If this is the case, you do not need to continue completing the questionnaire and you
can stop at any time.
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Additional support will be available from the Psychological and Social Care Team basedat the
Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool. Christine Sutcliffe, Principal Social Worker can be contacted
directly on telephone number 0151 801 1480.
Whatare the possible benefits of taking part?
There may be no direct benefits for you from taking part in this study. However, some people
mayfind it useful to have the opportunity to give feedback about the care their family member
received. On a wider perspective, the benefits of taking part will help highlight the areas of care
that need to be improved as regardscare of dying patients.
Whatif something goes wrong?
The Liverpool Ethics Committee has reviewed the study andit is unlikely that you will be
harmed in any way. However,in the event that some harm maybefall you, there are no special
compensation arrangementsfor this study.
If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence, then you may have grounds for a legal action
but you may haveto payfor it. Regardless of this, if you wish to complain, or have any
concerns about any aspectof the way you have been approachedortreated during the course
of this study, the normal Marie Curie Hospice and National Health Service complaints
mechanisms would be available to you.
If you have concerns about any aspectof this study, then please ask.
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
All information that is collected about you and your family memberorfriend during the course of
the research will be kept strictly confidential. The information shall be carefully stored until the
completion of the project, estimated to be 2011.
Although we do not have details of your individual General Practitioner and Consultant, all GPs
in the Merseyside and Cheshire area, the Medical Director at the Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen
University Hospitals and the Consultants at the Marie Cure Hospice, Liverpool are aware ofthis
research project.
Whatwill happen to the results of the research study?
The results from the study will be written up and presented at appropriate professional
conferences and a report for the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute will be published. If you
would like to receive a copyof this report, this can be arranged.
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Whois organising and funding the research?
The research project has been organised by the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute. The
principle co-investigator is Dr Catriona Mayland and shewill take overall responsibility for the
security and confidentiality of the information given in the questionnaire.
Marie Curie Cancer Care has provided funding for the project.
If you agree to participate in this study you will be given a copyof the information sheet and a
signed consent form to keep.
Thankyoufortaking the time to read this information sheet.
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Appendix 6: Responseform (pilot)
Pleasetick all the boxes that apply to you:
1. | wish to participate in this project by
e Completing a postal questionnaire
e Agreeing to be contacted about having a face-to-face interview
My contact details are as follows:
Name:
 
Address:
 
Telephone number:
Email (if applicable):
2. | do not wishto participate in this project.
If you wouldlike to, please commenton your reasonsfornot participating.
 
Please return this response form in the freepost envelope enclosed.
Thankyou.
OO
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Appendix 7: Draft questionnaire usedin pilot
ECHOD
EvaluatingCare & Health Outcomesfor the Dying
e This is a questionnaire on the care received by peoplein the last hours
and daysoflife and the experiencesof their families and friends during
that time.
e The team at the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute consider the care of
dying patients to be a priority. We also thinkit is importantto find out more
about the care and support you, your family and friends received at the
time of death. Your viewsare, therefore, important to us. Pleasefill in as
muchof the questionnaire as you can.
e Werealise this questionnaire may bring back strong memories and
emotions and that reading it for the first time may be difficult. You may
wish to wait and find someplace quiet to read the questionnaire.If youfeel
upset or distressed in any way, you do not haveto continue with the
questionnaire and can stop at any time. However, if you wish to, you can
return to the questionnaire at a future time.
Your answerswill, of course, be treated as strictly confidential.
Individuals will not be identifiable in the reports wewrite.
e You have beensentthis questionnaire as you are registered as the next of
kin to a patient who died in the Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen University
Hospitals or the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool. However,if you feel
unable to answerthe questionnaire, for any reason, you can passit on to
someone else who may bebetter placed to completeit.
e Although we knowthe patient’s name, for convention, we havereferred to
them as‘s/he’ in the questionnaire.
The Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute, Liverpool
e This is a partnership between the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool, the
Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospital NHS Trust and the
University of Liverpool. The key aim ofthe Institute is to improve the care
of dying patients through research, development and education.
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Content of Questionnaire
Section A:
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
Section F
Section G
Section H
Section|
Section J
The available facilities
The care received from the nurses & doctors
The control of pain & other symptoms
The religious and spiritual support provided
by the healthcare team
The emotional support provided by the
healthcare team
Communication with the healthcare team
The circumstances surrounding his/her death
Overall impressions
Information about you
Your views on completing the questionnaire
Page 4
Page 5
Page 8
Page 11
Page 12
Page 13
Page 16
Page 21
Page 23
Page 25
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Instructions for completion
e As you go through the questionnaire, please follow the instructions and
answerthe questions by ticking the most appropriate box,like this: ¥
e Here is an example question:
B3. Did any of the doctors or nursestalk to you about stopping medicines that
were no longerthoughtto be essential for his/her care?
Yes Mw
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
If one of the doctors or nurses had a discussion with you about stopping
medicines, you would tick the ‘Yes’ box as in the example.
e If you would rather not or cannot answeroneof the questions, please go
onto the next one.
e Weare very interested in what you have to say. Please continue on extra
sheets if necessary.
We know s/he wascaredfor either at the Royal Liverpool Hospital or the Marie
Curie Hospice in the days before s/he died. The questions are related to thelast
hours and daysof his/herlife, the care s/he received and your experienceofthat
time. We would like you to reflect on this period. In particular, we would like you
to focus on the last two daysof his/herlife, when answering these questions.
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Section A
The available facilities
These questions are concernedwith the facilities that were available for you, your family
membersandfriendsin the hospital or hospice during the last two daysofhis/herlife.
Please answerthe questionsin the following table:
 
 
  
Wereyou, your family members orfriends If yes, how would yourate the quality of thesefacilities?
giveninformation(either verbally or written) (please tick one box)aboutthe availabilityofthe following
facilities? : : Poor Fair Good Excellent Don’t
ae emt ae know
No Oo
Don't know O
A2. Drinks Yes oO
No Oo
Don’t know O
A3. Sleeping facilities Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know O
A4. Washroom andtoilet Yes g
facilities No a
Don’t know O
AS. Carparkingfacilities Yes og
No Oo
Don’t know O
A6. A family room or quiet Yes oO
area No 5
Don’t know O       
A7. Did youfind the visiting hours convenient?
Yes Oo
No oO
Please feel free to comment,if you wish to, on any aspectofthe facilities that were
provided to you, your family members andfriends:
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Section B
The care received from the nurses and doctors
These questions are concerned with the general care s/he received from the doctors and nurses
and the environmentin which this care was delivered. The questions apply to the last two days
of his/herlife.
Please lookat the following statements and tick the answer box that corresponds most
with youropinion.
B1. There was enoughhelp available to meet his/her personal care needs, such as
washing,personalhygieneandtoileting needs.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree O
o
O
d
a
da
B2. There was enough help with nursing care, such as giving medicines and helping
him/her find a comfortable position in bed.
Strongly agree |
Agree O
Neither agree nor disagree oO
Disagree Oo
Strongly disagree Oo
B3. The bed area and surrounding environment was comfortable for him/her.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree Oo
od
od
ad
a
B4. The bed area and surrounding environment had adequate privacy for him/her.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree O
o
O
d
a
0
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B5. During his/her last two days, in your view, how did youfind the general noiselevel of
the ward?
Too noisy Oo
Aboutright oO
Too quiet Oo
B6.In your opinion, how clean wasthe ward areathat s/he was in?
Very clean im
Fairly clean Oo
Not at all clean Oo
B7. How werefluids given to him/herin the last two daysofhis/herlife?
By moistening his/her mouth with a damp sponge
By giving sips of water
By giving fluids through a ‘drip’
Nofluids were given
Don’t know
Other (please specify)
O
o
O
o
O
d
a
o
 
B8.In youropinion, wasthis way of providing fluids the appropriate one?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
 
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
B9. Did any of the doctors or nurses discuss with you whethergiving fluids through a
‘drip’ would be appropriate in the last two daysoflife?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
B10. In yourview,did s/he have any unnecessary tests or checks (for example too many
blood tests or blood pressure checks)?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
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B11. Did any of the doctors or nursestalk to you about stopping medicines that were no
longer thoughtto be essential for his/her care?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
If yes: Were you given reasonsfor these decisions?
OYes
No oO
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
B12. Did you have confidence andtrust in the nurses who werecaring for him/her?
Yes, in all of them Oo
Yes, in some of them Oo
No, not in any of the nurses Oo
B13. Did you have confidenceandtrust in the doctors who werecaring for him/her?
Yes,in all of them Oo
Yes, in some of them oO
No, not in any of the doctors Oo
B14. Overall, how would you assessthe care s/he received from the nurses?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor O
o
a
d
o
a
B15. Overall, how would you assessthe care s/he received from the doctors?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor O
o
d
d
a
Pleasefeel free to comment,if you wish to, on any aspectof the care s/he received or the
environmentin which this care was delivered:
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Section C
The control of pain & other symptoms
These questions are concerned with the symptomss/he had andthe care s/he received during
the last two daysofhis/herlife.
C1. Many people are unconscious or drowsy towardsthe endoftheir life.
In his/her last two days, was s/he unconscious or drowsy?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
C2. Did you wantto continuetalking and interacting with him/her even when s/he seemed
to be unconscious?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
Not applicable Oo
If yes: did the doctors or nurses support and help youdo this?
Yes Oo
No oO
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C3. In your opinion, during the last two days, did s/he appearto be in pain?
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someof the time Oo
No, s/he did not appearto be in pain Oo
C4. Whens/he wasin pain, wasit usually mild, moderate or severe?
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Don’t know
Not applicable, s/he was notin pain Oo
o
a
o
d
o
0
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C5.In your view, did the doctors and nurses do enoughto help relieve the pain?
Yes,all of the time
Yes, some of the time
No, notat all
Not applicable, s/he wasnotin pain Oo
Od
od
da
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C6. In your opinion, during the last two days,did s/he appearto be restless?
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someof the time oO
No, s/he did not appearto be restless Oo
C7. In your view, should more have been donebythe doctors and nursesto helprelieve
his/her restlessness?
Yes Oo
No oO
Not applicable, s/he was not restless Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C8.In your opinion, during the last two days, did s/he appearto havea ‘noisyrattle’ to
his/her breathing?
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someofthe time oO
No, s/he did not have a ‘noisyrattle’ to the breathing Oo
C9. In your view, should more have been doneby the doctors and nursesto help relieve
the ‘noisyrattle’ to his/her breathing?
Yes oO
No Oo
Not applicable, s/he did not have a ‘noisyrattle’ to the breathing O
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
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C10. In your opinion, during these last two days, did s/he have any nausea and/or
vomiting? By the term ‘nausea’, we mean‘feeling sick’.
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someof the time oO
No, s/he did not have nausea and vomiting oO
C11. In your view, should the doctors and nurses have done moreto helprelieve the
nausea and vomiting?
Yes Oo
No oO
Not applicable, s/he did not have nausea and vomiting Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C12. In your opinion, during the last two days, did s/he appear breathless?
Yes,all of the time oO
Yes, someof the time oO
No, s/he did not appear breathless Oo
C13. In your view, should more have been doneby the doctors and nursesto relieve the
breathlessness?
Yes Oo
No oO
Not applicable, s/he was not breathless Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C14. In your opinion, should the doctors and nurses have done moreto keephis/her
mouth moist and clean?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable, his/ner mouth was moist and clean O
o
d
d
a
Please feel free to comment,if you wish to, on any other symptoms s/he may have had
and anyhelp s/he mayhavereceivedfor these:
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Section D
The religious and spiritual support provided by the healthcare team
The following questions are aboutthereligious and spiritual support that was provided to you and
your family memberorfriend by the healthcare team in the last two daysof his/her life. By
‘healthcare team’, we mean the doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who may
have beeninvolvedin his/her care such as a social workeror a chaplain.
Please lookat the following statements and tick the answer box that corresponds most
with youropinion.
 Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly Don’t
agree agree nor disagree know/ Not
disagree applicable
D1. The healthcare team talked to
him/herabouttheir religious and/or
spiritual beliefs.
D2. S/he was able to receive support
from a religious orspiritual leader.
D3. Whenproviding care, the
healthcare team took his/her
religious and/orspiritual beliefs into
consideration.
  D4. The healthcare team talked toyou about yourreligious and/orspiritual beliefs.D5. The healthcare team providedyou with religious and/orspiritualsupport.D6. You wereable to receive supportfrom a religious orspiritual leader.D7. The healthcare team askedinadvance aboutspecific religiousand/orspiritual rituals that youwanted at the time of his/her death.       
Pleasefeel free to comment,if you wish to, on any aspectof the religious and/orspiritual
support received:
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Section E
The emotional support provided by the healthcare team
The following questions are aboutthe level of emotional support that was provided to you, your
family members andfriends in the last two daysofhis/herlife by the healthcare team. By
‘healthcare team’, we mean the doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who may
have beeninvolvedin his/her care such as a social workeror a chaplain.
E1. Did s/he have any unresolved emotional issuesin the last two daysoflife?
Yes Oo
No oO
Not sure Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
E2. Were you given the opportunity to discuss your concerns about support for children
whowere mostaffected by his/her dying and death?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Not applicable oO
E3. Were you given the opportunity to discuss any practical or legal concerns with the
healthcare team (for example finances,wills)?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Not applicable Oo
E4. How would youassessthe overall level of emotional support given to you by the
healthcare team?
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent Oo
ao
da
da
Pleasefeel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspectof the emotional issues and
support received:
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Section F
Communication with the healthcare team
These questions are about the communication and information that you, your family members
and friends received from the healthcare team in the last two daysofhis/herlife. By ‘healthcare
team’, we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff wno may have been
involvedin his/her care such as a social workeror a chaplain.
F1. Did s/he have any communicationdifficulties (for example difficulties with hearing or
difficulties with speaking English)?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
F2. Did any of the healthcare team askif s/he had any communicationdifficulties?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know oO
F3. Do you have any communicationdifficulties?
Yes Oo
No Oo
F4. Did any of the healthcare team askif you have any communicationdifficulties?
OYes
No oO
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
F5. Wasit clear how you should contact the hospital or hospice (for example if you wanted
to knowif there was any changein his/her condition)?
Yes oO
No Oo
Not applicable Oo
F6. Did the hospital or hospice know howtogetin contact with you or anotherfamily
member(for exampleif his/her condition changed suddenly andthe healthcare team
wanted to let you know)?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Not sure Oo
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F7. During the last two days, how involved were youwith the decisions abouthis/her care
and treatment?
Very involved oO
Fairly involved Oo
Not involved Oo
F8. Were you involved in decisions abouthis/her care and treatment as muchas you
wanted?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
F9. Wasthere any decision made abouthis/her care or treatment that you did not want?
Yes oO
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
F10. Did the healthcare team explain his/her condition and/or treatment in a way you found
easyordifficult to understand?
Very easy
Fairly easy
Fairly difficult
Very difficult
They did not explain his/her condition or treatment to me Oo
Oo
ao
da
a0
F11. Did any of the healthcare team ask about your understanding of what was
happening?
Yes Oo
No oO
F12. Were you able to discuss with the healthcare team any worries or fears you had about
his/her condition and/or treatment?
OYes
No Oo
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Please lookat the following statements and tick the answer box that corresponds most
with youropinion.
F13. The doctors had time to listen and discuss his/her condition with me.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree Oo
da
da
oa
0
F14. The nurses hadtime to listen and discuss his/her condition with me.
Strongly agree oO
Agree Oo
Neither agree nor disagree Oo
Disagree Oo
Strongly disagree oO
F15. Did it ever happen that one doctoror nurse said one thing about his/her condition
and treatment and another said something different?
Yes, often Oo
Yes, sometimes Oo
Yes, once Oo
No, never Oo
F16. In your opinion, did the healthcare team everdeliberately not tell you certain things
you wanted to know?
Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
Yes, once
No, never O
o
d
d
a
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of the communication or
information you, your family membersorfriends received:
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Section G
The circumstances surrounding his/her death
The following questions are about the circumstances surrounding his/her death, and your feelings
about the wayin which the healthcare team treated you both atthis time. By ‘healthcare team’,
we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who may have beeninvolved in
his/her care such as a social workeror a chaplain.
G1. Before s/he died, were youtold s/he waslikely to die soon?
Yes Oo
No oO
If ‘Yes’, who told you s/he waslikely to die soon?
Please continue with the questions below.
 
e If ‘No’, please go to question G6 (on the nextpage)
G2. At that time, were you given the chanceto talk about the fact that s/he was dying?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
G3. Wasthatthefirst time you were aware that s/he was dying?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
G4. Did you have enoughprivacy when you weretold that s/he was dying?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
G5. Were youtold in a sensitive manner?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know oO
Pleasefeel free to commentif you wish to:
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G6. Were you given anywritten information about what to expect when s/he was dying?
Yes
No
If yes: Was this in a way that was easy to understand?
Yes
No
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
O
O
 
 
G7. Did a memberof the healthcare team talk to you about what would happenatthe time
of his/her death?
Yes
No
If yes: was this in a way that was easy to understand?
Yes
No
 
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
G8. Where did s/he die?
Hospital
Hospice
O
 
Other(please specify):
G9. In youropinion did s/he die in the right place?
Yes, it was the right place
No,it was not the right place
Not sure
Don’t know
If no: please tell us why it wasn’t the right place
Oa
da
dd
a
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G10. Were you askedif you wantedto be present when s/he died?
Yes Oo
No Oo
G11. Were you with him/her when s/he died?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
Please lookat the following statements and tick the answer box that corresponds most
with youropinion.
G12. | was given enough help and support by the healthcare team at the actual time of
his/her death.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree Oo
od
od
a
a
G13. His/her personal belongings werereturned to the family (or friend) in a sensitive
manner.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree Oo
oa
oa
g
cao
G14. Wereparticular practices or rituals followed after his/her death that were important to
you, your family membersorfriends?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable O
o
d
d
a
Pleasefeel free to commentif you wish to:
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G15. After s/he had died, did you receive any written information about what to do next, for
example registering the death and organising the funeral?
Yes oO
No Oo
If yes: Was this useful?
Yes Oo
No oO
G16. Did you receive any written information about what you might experienceafter s/he
had died (for example a bereavementleaflet)?
Yes Oo
No Oo
If yes: Was this useful?
Yes Oo
No Oo
G17. Since s/he died have youtalked to anyonefrom health or social services or from a
bereavementservice about your experiences regardingtheillness and death?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
If yes: Was thattalk helpful?
Yes Oo
No oO
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to:
 
 
G18. Since s/he died, have individuals from the healthcare team dealt with you ina
sensitive manner?
Yes Oo
No O
Not applicable, | haven’t had any contact with the healthcare team Oo
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G19. Since s/he died, have you beenin any situation in which there appeared to be a lack
of communication about his/her death?
For example, your GP not being awares/he haddied or outpatient appointment cards
being sent out after s/he had died.
OoYes
No Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
Pleasefeel free to comment,if you wish to, on any aspect of care received around the time
of his/her death andin the time since his/her death:
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Section H
Overall impressions
The following questions are about youroverall impression of the care s/he receivedin thelast
two daysoflife and your experiences during thattime.
H1. How muchofthe time wass/he treated with respect and dignity by the healthcare
team?
Always
Mostof the time
Someofthe time
Never
Don’t know O
o
O
d
a
g
0
H2. How muchofthe time wass/hetreated as an individual by the healthcare team?
Always
Mostof the time
Someofthe time
Never
Don’t know Oo
Od
od
o
oOo
H3. In his/her last two days,in your opinion, was s/he at peace?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
 
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
H4. Overall, in your opinion, did s/he have a dignified death?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Please feel free to comment,if you wishto:
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H5. Overall, in your opinion, were you adequately supported during his/herlast two days
of life?
OoYes
No oO
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
 
Pleasefeel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspectof the overall care and support
received:
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Section|
Information about you
Wewould like to know little more about you. This will help us make further use of the
information you give us.
I1. What was yourrelationship to him/her?
Wereyou his/her:
Husband / Wife / Partner
Son / Daughter
Brother/ Sister
Son-in-law / Daughter-in-law
Parent
Friend
Neighbour
Staff in nursing or residential home
Warden(sheltered accommodation) OH
O
o
o
a
o
o
o
n
o
o
ono
go
 Other (please describe)
12. What age groupare you in?
18-19 Oo
20 — 29 Oo
30 — 39 Oo
40 - 49 Oo
50 — 59 Oo
60 — 69 Oo
70-79 Oo
80 + oO
13. Please could you indicate to which ethnic group you belong:
White British
White Irish
White other
Indian
Pakistani
Bangladeshi
Asian other(please specify) Oo
Oo
Od
oa
go
ao
ono
0
 
Noneof these (please specify)
Mixed white / black Caribbean
Mixed white / black African
Mixed white / Asian
Mixed other
Black Caribbean
Black African
Black other (please specify) Oo
Od
oa
oo
ao
on
o
go
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14. Are you:
Male oO
Female oO
15. Whatis yourreligiousaffiliation?
None
Buddist
Christian
Jewish
Hindu
Muslim
Sikh
Noneof these (please specify)
H
o
a
d
g
a
a
a
a
o
a
 
16. Would youlike to receive a copy of the report following the completion of this study
(estimated July 2007)?
OYes
No Oo
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Section J
Your views on completing the questionnaire
Weunderstand that this questionnaire is about a sensitive topic and we are grateful to you for
filling it in. We think it is important to know the viewsof relatives andfriends so that your views
can be taken into account when improving services and care. But we wantto be sure that we are
asking you about your viewsin the most sensitive way. We would like to learn about your
experience of completing this questionnaire.
J1. Did you find any aspectof the questionnaire upsetting?
Yes Oo
No oO
If yes, could you tell us more aboutthis?
 
J2. What do you think about the length of the questionnaire? Isit:
Too long
Justright
Too short
Ok
Other (please specify)
Od
ao
do
o0
 
J3. Are there any questions you think we should haveleft out?
Yes Oo
No oO
If yes, could youtell us more aboutthis?
 
J4. Are there any questions you think we should add?
oOYes
No oO
If yes, could youtell us more aboutthis?
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Thank you very muchfor taking the time to complete
this questionnaire.
We would bevery grateful if you could return it to us in the stamped
address envelopeprovided,or post to:
Dr Catriona Mayland
Clinical Research Fellow
Directorate of Specialist Palliative Care
1° Floor, Linda McCartney Centre
Royal Liverpool University Hospital
Prescot Street
Liverpool
L7 8XP
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Appendix 8: Interview briefing sheet
Purposeof the interview
The interview is to help improve the quality of the questionnaire. We
want to ensure the questions are worded clearly, easy to understand
and are expressed in a sensitive manner.
Structure of the interview
Theinterview will sequentially go through the questionnaire.
For each page of the questionnaire,| will ask you about someof the
questions.
1. Firstly | will ask you some general questions about the
questionnaire. This may include aspects such as how you
found the layout or wording of the questions.
2. Then | will ask you some moredetailed questions.
We mayusethe ‘think aloud’ process. This method
encourages youto articulate or‘think aloud’ your thoughts as
you read and answera question.
Alternatively, | may just ask you more detailed questions about
how you found the questionnaire to complete and whatcertain
terms meantto you.
3. Finally, you will have the opportunity to raise any other issues
about questions that we haven't already discussed.
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Appendix 9: Consent form (pilot)
Participant Identification Numberfor this study:
CONSENT FORM
Title of Project: How well do wecare for dying patients? Assessing relatives’ views regarding the
quality of care at the end-of-life.
Name of Researcher: Dr Catriona Mayland
Contact details: Clinical Research Fellow in Palliative Medicine, Directorate of Palliative Care,
Royal Liverpool Hospital, Liverpool.
Tel: 0151 706 2274
Email: catriona.mayland@rlbuht.nhs.uk
Please initial box
 
1. | confirm that | have read and understand the information sheet dated 11" November
2005 (version 1.4) for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions.
 
 
2. l|understand that my participation is voluntary and that | am free to withdraw at any
time, without giving any reason.
 
 
3. | agree to allow theinterview to be tape-recorded andthatthis recording can be used
to form a written accountof the interview.
 
   4. lagree to take part in the above study.
 
Nameof Participant Date Signature
Researcher Date Signature
1 for participant; 1 for researcher
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LIVERPOOL
ECHO-D
Evaluating Care & Health Outcomes- for the Dyin
This is a questionnaire about the care received by people in the last hours and days
of life and the experiencesof their families and friends during that time.
The team at the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute consider the care of dying
patients to be a priority. We also think it is important to find out more about the
care and support you, your family and friends received at the time of death. Your
viewsare, therefore, important to us. Pleasefill in as much of the questionnaire as
you can.
Werealise this questionnaire may bring back strong memories and emotions and
that reading it for the first time may be difficult. You may wish to wait and find
someplace quiet to read the questionnaire. If you feel upset or distressed in any
way, you do not have to continue with the questionnaire and can stop at any time.
However, if you wish to, you can return to the questionnaire at a future time.
Your answerswill, of course, be treated as strictly confidential.
Individuals will not be identifiable in the reports we write.
You have beensent this questionnaire as you are registered as the next of kin to a
patient who died in the Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen University Hospitals or the
Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool. However, if you feel unable to answerthe
questionnaire, for any reason, you can passit on to someone else who may be
better placed to completeit.
Although we know the patient's name, for convention, we have referred to them as
's/he' in the questionnaire.
The Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute, Liverpool
This is a partnership between the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool, the Royal
Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospital NHS Trust and the University of
Liverpool. The key aim of the Institute is to improve the care of dying patients
through research, development and education.
 The RoyalLiverpool and [/"T5) aoe as
Broadgreen University Hospitals THE UNIVERSITYj of LIVERPOOLNHS Trust Devoted to Life f _
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Content of Questionnaire
Section A
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
Section F
Section G
Section H
Section I
The available facilities
The care received from the nurses & doctors
The control of pain & other symptoms
The religious and spiritual support provided
by the healthcare team
Communication and emotional support
The circumstances surrounding his/her death
Overall impressions
Information about you
Your views on completing the questionnaire
Page 4
Page 5
Page 8
Page 11
Page 13
Page 16
Page 21
Page 23
Page 25
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Instructions for completion
® As you go through the questionnaire, please follow the instructions and
answerthe questions by crossing the most appropriate box,like this: [x]
e Here is an example question:
B10. In your view, did s/he have any unnecessary tests or
checks (for example too manybloodtests or blood pressure
checks)?
Yes x
No O
Don't know Oo
If, in your opinion, your family memberor friend had unnecessary tests or
checks, you would cross the 'Yes' box as in the example.
e If you would rather not or cannot answerone of the questions, please go
onto the next one.
@ Weare very interested in what you haveto say. Please continue on extra
sheets if necessary.
We know s/he wascaredfor either at the Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen
Hospitals or the Marie Curie Hospice in the days before s/he died. The
questions are related to the last hours and daysof his/her life, the care s/he
received and your experience of that time. We would like you to reflect on this
period. In particular, we would like you to focus on the last two days of
his/her life, when answering these questions.
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Section A: The available facilities
These questions are concerned with the facilities that were available for you, your family
members andfriends in the hospital or hospice during the last two daysof his/herlife.
Please answerthe questionsin the following table:
 
  
Yes
No
Don't know
     
   
 
      
 
        
 
 
  
Yes
No
Don't know
              
 
  
  Yes
No
Don't know
 
   
        
 
  
  Yes
No
Don't know O
O
o
;
o
o
o;
O0
oo
O;
/0
0
0                  
      
        
 
  
Don't know
Yes O
No O
Don't know O
Yes oO
No Oo
O
    
        
 
        
A7. Did you find the visiting hours convenient?
Yes oO
No O
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspectof thefacilities that were
provided to you, your family membersandfriends:
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Section B: The care received from the nurses and doctors
These questions are concerned with the general care s/he received from the doctors and
nurses and the environmentin which this care was delivered. The questions apply to the
last two daysofhis/her life.
Please look at the following statements and cross [X] the answer box that
corresponds most with your opinion.
Bi. There was enoughhelp available to meet his/her personal care needs, such as washing,
personal hygiene andtoileting needs.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Oo
Od
oa
oa
o
Strongly disagree
B2. There was enoughhelp with nursing care, such as giving medicines and helping him/her
find a comfortable position in bed.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
OH
Oo
do
ad
q
Strongly disagree
B3. The bed area and surrounding environment was comfortable for him/her.
Strongly Agree O
Agree O
Neither agree nor disagree O
Disagree O
Strongly disagree oO
B4. The bed area and surrounding environment had adequateprivacy for him/her.
Strongly Agree oO
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree O
Disagree Oo
Strongly disagree oO
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B5. During his/her last two days, in your view, how did you find the general noise level of the
ward?
Too noisy O
About right oO
Too quiet O
B6. In your opinion, how clean wasthe ward area that s/he wasin?
Very clean O
Fairly clean Oo
Not atall clean O
B7. How werefluids given to him/herin the last two days of his/herlife?
By moistening his or her mouth with a damp sponge O
By giving sips of water
By giving fluids through a ‘drip’
No fluids were given
Don't know
Other (please specify) O
Oo
do
dd
o
 
B8. In your opinion, was this way of providing fluids the appropriate one?
Yes O
No O
Don't know oO
 Please feel free to commentif you wish to:
B9. Did any of the doctors or nurses discuss with you the appropriatenessof giving fluids
through a ‘drip' in the last two daysoflife?
Yes O
No O
Don't know O
If no: Would these types of discussion have been helpful?
Yes O
No O
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
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B10. In your view, did s/he have any unnecessary tests or checks (for example too many
blood tests or blood pressure checks)?
Yes O
No O
Don't know Oo
B11. Did you have confidence andtrust in the nurses who werecaring for him/her?
Yes, in all of them oO
Yes, in some of them O
No, not in any of the nurses O
B12. Did you have confidence andtrust in the doctors who werecaring for him/her?
Yes, in all of them Oo
Yes, in some of them Oo
No, not in any of the nurses O
B13. Overall, how would you assess the care s/he received from the nurses?
Excellent O
Good oO
Fair O
Poor O
B14. Overall, how would you assessthe care s/he received from the doctors?
Excellent Oo
Good oO
Fair O
Poor O
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of the care s/he received or
the environmentin which this care was delivered:
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Section C: The control of pain and other symptoms
These questions are concerned with the symptomss/hehad and the care s/he received
during the last two daysof his/herlife.
C1. Many people are unconscious or drowsy towardsthe endoftheirlife.
In his/her last two days, was s/he unconscious or drowsy?
Yes O
No O
Don't know oO
C2. Did you wantto continue talking and interacting with him/her even when s/he seemed to
be unconscious?
Yes
No
Don't know
O
o
O
d
d
o
Not applicable
If yes: Did the doctors or nurses support and help you do this?
LlYes
No O
 Please feel free to commentif you wish to:
 
C3. In youropinion, during the last two days, did s/he appearto be in pain?
Yes, all of the time oO
Yes, some of the time oO
No, s/he did not appearto bein pain O
C4. During the last two days when s/he wasin pain, wasit usually mild, moderate or severe?
Mild oO
Moderate oO
Severe Oo
Don't know O
Not applicable, s/he was notin pain oO
C5. In your view,did the doctors and nurses do enoughto help relieve the pain?
Yes, all of the time Oo
Yes, some of the time Oo
No, not atall O
ONot applicable, s/he was notin pain
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
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C6. In your opinion, during the last two days, did s/he appearto be restless?
Yes, all of the time oO
Yes, some of the time O
No, s/he did not appearto be restless O
C7. In your view, should more have been doneby the doctors and nursesto help relieve
his/her restlessness?
Yes O
No O
Not applicable, s/he was not restless O
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
 
C8. In your opinion, during the last two days, did s/he appearto havea 'noisyrattle’ to
his/her breathing?
Yes, all of the time oO
Yes, some of the time Oo
No, s/he did not have a 'noisy rattle’ to the breathing O
C9. Did you find the 'noisyrattle’ to his/her breathing distressing?
Yes, all of the time
Yes, some of the time
No, not atall
OH
oO
ad
da
Not applicable, there was no'noisy rattle’ to his/her breathing
C10. In your view, should more have been done bythe doctors and nursesto help relieve the
"noisy rattle' to his/her breathing?
Yes oO
No O
Not applicable, there was no ‘noisy rattle’ to his/her breathing O
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
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C11. In your opinion, during these last two days, did s/he have any nausea and/or vomiting?
By the term 'nausea', we mean ‘feeling sick’.
Yes, all of the time oO
Yes, some of the time oO
No, s/he did not have nausea and vomiting oO
C12. In your view, should the doctors and nurses have done more to help relieve the nausea
and vomiting?
Yes O
No O
Not applicable, s/he did not have nausea and vomiting oO
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
 
C13. In youropinion, during the last two days, did s/he appear breathless?
Yes, all of the time oO
Yes, some of the time O
No, s/he did not appear breathless oO
C14. In your view, should more have been doneby the doctors and nursesto relieve the
breathlessness?
Yes O
No O
Not applicable, s/he was not breathless Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto: 
 
C15. In your opinion, should the doctors and nurses have done moreto keephis/her mouth
moist and clean?
Yes Oo
No 0
Don't know O
Not applicable, his/her mouth was moist and clean O
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any other symptoms s/he may have had
and any help s/he mayhavereceived for these:
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Section D: Thereligious and spiritual support provided
by the healthcare team
The following questions are aboutthe religious and spiritual support that was provided to you and
your family memberorfriend by the healthcare team in the last two daysofhis/her life. By
"healthcare team’, we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who may have
been involved in his/her care such as a social worker or a chaplain.
Please look at the following statements and cross [x] the answer box that corresponds most
with your opinion.
D1. Did the healthcare team talk to him/her about their religious or spiritual beliefs?
Yes oO
No O
Don't know Oo
D2. Did the healthcare team talk to you about yourreligious or spiritual beliefs?
Yes O
No O
D3. Was s/he offered support from a religious or spiritual leader?
Yes O
No oO
Don't know oO
D4. Were you offered support from a religious or spiritual leader?
Yes O
No O
D5. Did the healthcare team ask in advance aboutspecific religious or spiritual rituals
that you wantedatthe time of his/her death?
OoYes
No oO
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Please look at the following statements and cross [x] the answerbox that
corresponds most with your opinion.
D6. Overall, his/her religious or spiritual needs were metby the healthcare team.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Oo
Od
ao
oa
o
Strongly disagree
D7. Overall, my religious or spiritual needs were metby the healthcare team.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
OH
oO
ad
ao
ao
Strongly disagree
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of the religious and/or
spiritual support received:
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Section E: Communication and emotional support
The following questions are about the communication and information that you, your family
members and friends received from the healthcare team in the last two days of his/her life. We
also want to know aboutthe level of emotional support that was provided by the healthcare
team. By ‘healthcare team', we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberofstaff
who may have beeninvolved in his/her care such as a social worker or a chaplain
E1. Wasit clear how you should contact the hospital or hospice (for example if you
wanted to know if there was any changein his/her condition)?
Yes O
No O
Not applicable O
E2. Did the hospital or hospice know howto getin contact with you or another family
member(for exampleif his/her condition changed suddenly and the healthcare team
wanted to let you know)?
Yes O
No O
Not sure O
E3. During the last two days, how involved were you with the decisions about his/her care
and treatment?
Very involved Oo
Fairly involved oO
Not involved oO
E4. Were you involved in decisions about his/her care treatment as much as you wanted?
Yes O
No oO
Don't know O
E5. Wasthere any decision made about his/her care or treatment that you did not want?
Yes |
No O
Don't know oO
 Please feel free to commentif you wish to:
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E6. Did the healthcare team explain his/her condition and/or treatment in a way that you
found easy ordifficult to undertand?
Very easy
Fairly easy
Fairly difficult
Very difficult
They did not explain his/her condition or treatment to me OH
oO
oO
da
da
o
E7. Did any of the healthcare team ask you about your understanding of what was happening?
Yes O
No O
E8. Would the offer of a translator have been useful?
Yes O
No O
Not applicable O
E9. In youropinion, did s/he have any unresolved emotional issues in the last two daysof
life?
Yes O
No CO
Not sure oO
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
 
E10. Were you able to discuss with the healthcare team any worries or fears you had about
his/her condition and/or treatment?
Yes O
No oO
E11. Were you given the opportunity to discuss your concerns about support for children or
grandchildren (under the age of 18 years) who were mostaffected by his/her dying and
death?
Yes Oo
No O
Not applicable oO
If no: Would this type of support have been useful?
Yes O
No O
L 4 _|
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E12. Did it ever happen that one doctoror nurse said one thing about his/her condition and
treatment and another said something different?
Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
Yes, once
No, never
O
o
O
d
O
E13. In your opinion, did the healthcare team ever deliberately not tell you certain things you
wanted to know?
Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
Yes, once
No, never O
o
d
d
a
Please look at the following statements and cross [X] the answer box that corresponds most
with your opinion.
E14. The doctors had timeto listen and discuss his/her condition with me.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
E15. The nurses had timeto listen and discuss his/her condition with me.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
E16. How would youassesstheoverall level of emotional support given to you by the
healthcare team?
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of the level of
communication, information, or emotional support you, your family member or friend
received:
O
O
oO
oO
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
o
d
d
a
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Section F: The circumstances surrounding his/her death
The following questions are about the circumstances surrounding his/her death, and your
feelings about the way in which the healthcare team treated you both at this time. By
"healthcare team', we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who
may have been involved in his/her care such as a social worker or a chaplain.
Fi. Before s/he died, were you told s/he waslikely to die soon?
Yes oO
No O
If "Yes', who told you s/he waslikely to die soon?
Please continue with the questions below.
 
e If 'No', please go to question F6 (on the next page
F2. At that time, were you given the chanceto talk about the fact that s/he was dying?
Yes Oo
No O
Don't know O
F3. Wasthat thefirst time you were aware s/he was dying?
Yes O
No O
Don't know O
F4. Did you have enough privacy when you weretold s/he was dying?
Yes O
No oO
Don't know oO
F5. Were youtold in a sensitive manner?
Yes O
No oO
Don't know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
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F6. Were you given any written information about what to expect when s/he was dying?
Yes
No
If yes: Wasthis in a way that was easy to understand?
Yes
No
If no: Would this type of information have been useful?
Yes
No
Please feel free to commentif you wish to:
O
O
>
 
 
F7. Did a memberof the healthcare team talk to you about what would happenat the time of
his/her death?
Yes
No
If no: Would this type of discussion have been useful?
Yes
No
Please feel free to commentif you wish to:
O
 
 
F8. Did s/he ever express a preference about where s/he would like to die?
Yes (if possible, please specify place)
No
If yes: Wasthis ever discussed with the healthcare team?
Yes
No
Don't know
F9. Wheredid s/he die?
Hospice
Hospital
Other (please specify)
L
 
O
O
7 _|
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F10. In your opinion did s/hedie in the right place?
 
Yes, it was in the right place O
No, it was not in the right place oO
Not sure O
Don't know O
If no: please tell us why it wasn't the right place
F11. Were you asked if you wanted to be present when s/he died?
Yes O
No O
F12. Were you with him/her when s/he died?
Yes O
No O
Please feel free to comment if you wish to: 
 
Please look at the following statements and cross [X] the answer box that corresponds most
with your opinion.
F13. I was given enoughhelp and support by the healthcare team at the actual time of his/her
death.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
O
o
d
o
a
o
Strongly disagree
F1i4. His/her personal belongings were returned to the family (or friend) in a sensitive
manner.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree Oo
Oo
dg
da
da
q
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Fi5. Were particular practices or rituals followed after his/her death that were important to
you, your family membersorfriends?
Yes
No
Don't know
Oo
Oo
do
da
Not applicable
Please feel free to commentif you wishto: 
 
F16. After s/he had died, did you or another family memberor friend receive any written
information about what to do next for example registering the death and organising the
funeral?
Yes O
No O
If yes: was this useful?
Yes O
No O
F17. Did you receive any written information about what you might experience after s/he had
died (for example a bereavementor grieving leaflet)?
Yes O
No O
If yes: was this useful?
Yes O
No O
Fi8. Since s/he died have you talked to anyone from health or social services or from a
bereavementservice about your experiences regarding theillness and death?
Yes O
No O
Don't know O
If yes: was that talk helpful?
Yes O
No O
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
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F19. Since s/he died, have individuals from the healthcare team dealt with you in a sensitive
manner?
Yes O
No O
Not applicable, I haven't had any contact with the healthcare team O
F20. Since s/he died, have you beenin anysituation in which there appearedto be a lack of
communication about his/her death?
For example, your GP not being aware s/he haddied or outpatient appointment cards being
sent out after s/he had died.
Yes O
No oO
Please feel free to commentif you wishto: 
 
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of care received around the
time of his/her death andin the time since his/her death:
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Section G: Overall Impressions
The following questions are about your impression of the care s/he received in the last two
daysoflife and your experiences during that time
Gi. How muchof the time was s/he treated with respect and dignity by the healthcare team?
Always O
Most of the time O
Someof the time O
Never oO
Don't know oO
G2. How muchof the time was s/he treated as an individual by the healthcare team?
 
 
Always Oo
Most of the time O
Some of the time Oo
Never oO
Don't know Oo
G3. In his/her last two days, in your opinion, was s/he at peace?
Yes oO
No O
Don't know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wish to:
G4. Overall, in your opinion, did s/he have a dignified death?
Yes oO
No O
Please feel free to commentif you wish to 
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G5. Overall, in your opinion, were you adequately supported by the healthcare team
during his/her last two daysoflife?
Yes O
No O
Please feel free to commentif you wish to: 
 
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of the overall care and
support received:
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Section H: Information about you
We would like to know little more about you. This will help us make further use of
the information you give us.
H1. What was yourrelationship to him/her?
Were you his/her:
Husband / Wife / Partner
Son / Daughter
Brother / Sister
Son-in-law / Daughter-in-law
Parent
Friend
Neighbour
Staff in a nursing or residential home
Warden(sheltered accommodation)
OO
od
od
go
ao
uo
ao
oa
o
go
Other (please describe)
H2. What age groupare you in?
18-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80+ OO
Od
ad
oa
oo
ao
ao
ogo
H3. Please could you indicate to which ethnic group you belong:
Mixed white / black Caribbean UOWhite British O
White Irish oO Mixed white / black African O
White other oO Mixed white / Asian Oo
Indian oO Mixed other oO
Pakistani O Black Caribbean O
Bangladeshi O Black African O
Asian other (please specify) OU Black other (please specify) OU
 
 
None of these (please specify) 0
L
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H4. Are you:
Male Oo
Female O
H5. Whatis yourreligious affiliation?
None
Buddhist
Christian
Jewish
Hindu
Muslim
Sikh
None of these (please specify) OO
oO
oO
ag
ao
ao
ag
a
 
H6. Would you like to receive a copy of the report following the completion of this study
(estimated July 2007)?
Yes O
No O
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Section I: Your views on completing the questionnaire
We understand that this questionnaire is about a sensitive topic and weare grateful to you for
filling it in. We think it is important to know the viewsof relatives and friends so that your views
can be taken into account when improving services and care. But we wantto be sure that we are
asking you about your viewsin the most sensitive way. We would like to learn about your
experience of completing this questionnaire.
I1. Did you find any aspect of the questionnaire upsetting?
Yes O
No O
If yes, could you tell us more about this?
 
I2. What did you think about the length of the questionnaire?Isit:
Too long
Just right
Too short
Ok
Other (please specify) OH
oO
do
da
dq
ao
 
I3. Are there any questions you think we should have left out?
Yes O
No O
If yes, could you tell us more about this?
14. Are there any questions you think we should add?
Yes O
No O
If yes, could you tell us more aboutthis?
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Thank you very muchfor taking the time to
complete this questionnaire.
We would bevery gratefulif you could return it to us in the
freepost envelope provided, or post to:
Dr Catriona Mayland
Clinical Research Fellow
Directorate of Specialist Palliative Care
ist Floor, Linda McCartney Centre
Royal Liverpool University Hospital
Prescot Street
Liverpool
L7 8XP
L 26 __|
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Appendix 11: Letter of invitation (main study)
Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute
Directorate of Palliative Care
RoyalLiverpool Hospital
Prescot Road
Liverpool L7 8XP
Date
Dear Name
RE: Howwell do patients die? Assessing relatives’ views regarding the quality
of care for dying patients.
Study by Dr Catriona Mayland, Dr EMI Williams and ProfessorJE Ellershaw
from the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute, Liverpool
The aboveproject, led by Professor Ellershaw, is looking at the quality of care received by
peoplein their last days oflife and the experiencesoftheir family and friends during this time.It
is very important to know about the experiences of people atthis difficult time. The information
you providewill help to plan better end-of-life care in the future. We have enclosed an
information sheet to give you further details of the study.
Wewould like to invite you to help with this study and would be grateful if you would complete
and return the enclosed questionnaire in the pre-paid reply envelope.All information will be
treated confidentially.
Weappreciate the questionnaire may bring back strong memories and emotions. If you would
like additional support, please feel free to ring the Psychological and Social Support Team at
the Marie Curie Hospice on the following number: 0151 801 1480/1456. Alternatively, you can
contact the principle co-investigator, Dr Catriona Mayland, whois based within the Palliative
Care Team at the Royal Liverpool Hospital, on 0151 706 2274.
If you are unable to answerthe questionnaire, for any reason, we would begratefulif you would
pass it on to whoever maybethe bestpersonto take part. Alternatively, please return the
responseform to us so that we do not contact you again.
If you do not wishto take part in this study please complete the response form and returnit in
the pre-paid reply envelope. This will ensure that you do not receive any reminder letters from
us.
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Thankyoufor reading this information.
Yours sincerely
Dr Catriona Mayland
Clinical Research Fellow in Palliative Medicine
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Appendix 12: PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET(main study)
How well do wecarefor dying patients? Assessing relatives’ views
about the quality of care at the end-of-life.
Contact for Further Information:
Dr Catriona Mayland, Clinical Research Fellow in Palliative Medicine
Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute, Directorate of Palliative Care, Royal
Liverpool Hospital, Liverpool.
Tel: 0151 706 2274 Email: catriona.mayland@rlbuht.nhs.uk
Youare being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is important for you
to understand whythe researchis being done and whatit will involve. Please taketime to read
the following information carefully and discussit with others if you wish. Askusif there is
anything thatis not clear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide whetheror
not you wishto take part. Thank youfor readingthis.
Whatis the purposeof the study?
The purposeofthis studyis to look at the quality of care and support provided to patients in
their last daysoflife, and the experiencesof their families and friends during this time. We wish
to comparethe careof patients in a hospice and a hospital setting. The information that you
providewill be used to help improve services in the future.
Whyhave | been chosen?
You have been askedto participate in this study becausethe clinical records indicate you are
next-of-kin to a patient who died of cancerin the Royal Liverpool Hospital or the Marie Curie
Hospice, Liverpool. Other people, who were family membersorclosefriends, to patients who
died in these placeswill also be invited to participate in this research (approximately 500
people).
Do | have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part you will be
given this information sheet to keep. Participation is voluntary and you may change your mind
or choosenotto continuein the study at any time, without having to give a reasonfor doingso.
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Whatwill happen to meif | take part?
Youwill be invited to complete the enclosed questionnaire that will take about an hour to
complete. This questionnaire has beentested for its suitability of use.
What do | have to do?
To take part in this study, you will be asked to complete the enclosed questionnaire and returnit
using the pre-paid envelope provided. The questionnaire contains a series of questions relating
to the care and experiences that you and your family memberorfriend receivedin their last two
daysoflife.
Wewould alsolike you to indicate on the response form whether you are prepared to complete
the same questionnaire again in approximately four weekstime.If you indicate you would be
willing to do this, the questionnaire will be sent out again.
However, if you decide not to complete the questionnaire, please return the response form
using the pre-paid envelope provided so that the research team do not contact you again.
Whatis the drug or procedurethat is being tested?
Weare looking at see whetherthe care received by patients dying from cancer varies between
the hospice and hospital setting. More so, we are looking to see what specific aspects of care
are different to help provide guidance regarding areas to improvein the future.
Whatare the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
We appreciatethis is a sensitive area andit is possible that you may find some of the questions
upsetting. If this is the case, you do not need to continue completing the questionnaire and you
can stop at any time. The Psychological and Social Care Team at the Marie Curie Hospice,
Liverpool can provide additional support if needed. Christine Sutcliffe, Principle Social Worker,
can be contacted directly on 0151 801 1480.
Whatare the possible benefits of taking part?
There maybe no direct benefits for you from taking part in this study. However, some people
find it useful to have the opportunity to give feedback aboutthe care their family memberor
friend received. On a wider perspective, the benefits of taking part will help highlight the areas
of care that need to be improved as regards care of dying patients.
Whatif something goes wrong?
The Liverpool Ethics Committee has reviewed the study andit is unlikely that you will be
harmed in any way. However,in the event that some harm maybefall you, there are no special
compensation arrangements for this study. If you are harmed due to someone's negligence,
then you may have groundsfora legal action but you may have to payforit. Regardlessofthis,
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if you wish to complain, or have any concerns about any aspect of the way you have been
approachedortreated during the course of this study, the normal National Health Service and
Marie Curie Hospice complaints mechanisms would be available to you.
If you have concerns about any aspectof this study, then please ask.
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
All information that is collected about you and your family memberorfriend during the course of
the research will be keptstrictly confidential. Each questionnaire has a unique identity number
and doesnot contain details of your name or address. This ensures that the information you
provideis totally anonymous.The information shall be carefully stored until the completion of
the project, estimated to be 2011.
Although we do not have details of your individual General Practitioner and Consultant, all GPs
in the Cheshire and Merseyside region, the Medical Director at Royal Liverpool Hospital and the
Consultants at the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool are aware of this research project.
Whatwill happento the results of the research study?
The results from the study will be written up and presented at appropriate professional
conferences and a report for the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute will be published. If
you would like to receive a copy ofthis report, this can be arranged.
Whois organising and funding the research?
The research project has been organised by the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute. The
principle co-investigator is Dr Catriona Mayland and she will take overall responsibility for the
security and confidentiality of the information given in the questionnaire.
Marie Curie Cancer Care has provided funding for the project.
If you agree to participate in this study youwill be given a copy ofthe information sheet to keep.
Thankyoufor taking the time to read this information sheet.
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Appendix 13: Response form (main study)
Please delete as appropriate:
1. | do wish to participate in this project and have enclosed my completed
questionnaire.
2. | do not wish to participate in this project.
If you wouldlike to, please comment on your reasonsfornot participating.
 
Please return this response form in the freepost envelope enclosed.
Thank you.
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Appendix 15: Version 2 of ECHO-D
ECHO-D
Evaluating Care & Health Outcomesfor the Dying
e This is a questionnaire on the care received by people in the last hours
and daysoflife and the experiencesoftheir families and friends during
that time.
e The team at the Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute consider the care of
dying patients to be a priority. We also think it is important to find out more
about the care and support you, your family and friends received at the
time of death. Your views are, therefore, important to us. Pleasefill in as
muchof the questionnaire as you can.
e Werealise this questionnaire may bring back strong memories and
emotions and that readingit for the first time may be difficult. You may
wish to wait and find someplace quiet to read the questionnaire.If you feel
upsetor distressed in any way, you do not haveto continue with the
questionnaire and can stop at any time. However,if you wish to, you can
return to the questionnaire at a future time.
Your answerswill, of course, be treated as strictly confidential.
Individuals will not be identifiable in the reports we write.
e You have beensentthis questionnaire as you are registered as the nextof
kin to a patient who died in the Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen University
Hospitals or the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool. However, if you feel
unable to answerthe questionnaire, for any reason, you can passit on to
someoneelse who may bebetter placed to completeit.
e Although weknowthe patient’s name, for convention, we have referred to
them as‘s/he’ in the questionnaire.
The Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute, Liverpool
e This is a partnership between the Marie Curie Hospice, Liverpool, the
Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospital NHS Trust and the
University of Liverpool. The key aim ofthe Institute is to improve the care
of dying patients through research, development and education.
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Content of Questionnaire
Section A:
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
Section F
Section G
Section H
Section|
Section J
The available facilities
The care received from the nurses & doctors
The control of pain & other symptoms
Thereligious and spiritual support provided
by the healthcare team
The emotional support provided by the
healthcare team
Communication with the healthcare team
The circumstances surrounding his/her death
Overall impressions
Information about you
Your views on completing the questionnaire
Page 4
Page 5
Page 8
Page 11
Page 12
Page 13
Page 16
Page 21
Page 23
Page 25
a3]
Instructions for completion
e As you go through the questionnaire, please follow the instructions and
answerthe questions by crossing the most appropriate box,like this: [ x]
e Here is an example question:
B11. In yourview, did s/he have any unnecessary tests or checks (for example too
manyblood tests or blood pressure checks)?
Yes
No oO
Don’t know Oo
If, in your opinion, your family memberorfriend had unnecessary tests or
checks, you would cross the ‘Yes’ box as in the example.
e |f you would rather not or cannot answeroneof the questions, please go
onto the next one.
e Weare very interested in what you have to say. Please continue on extra
sheets if necessary.
We know s/he wascared for either at the Royal Liverpool Hospital or the Marie
Curie Hospice in the days before s/he died. The questionsare related to thelast
hours and daysof his/herlife, the care s/he received and your experienceofthat
time. We would like you to reflect on this period. In particular, we would like you
to focus on the last two daysofhis/herlife, when answering these questions.
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Section A: The available facilities
These questions are concerned withthefacilities that were available for you, your family
membersandfriends in the hospital or hospice during the last two daysofhis/herlife.
A1. Were you, your family membersorfriends given information (either verbally or written)
aboutthe availability of the hospice/hospitalfacilities such as car parking, and overnight
accommodation?
Yes
No
Don’t know
O
A2. How would yourate the quality of the following facilities?
a. A family room orquiet area
b. Car parkingfacilities
c. Sleepingfacilities
d. Washroomandtoilet facilities
e. Food available for you
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Don’t know
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Don’t know
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Don’t know
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Don’t know
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Don’t know
Oo
do
do
ao
on
0
O
o
O
o
d
a
a
0
Oo
do
do
ao
o
H
o
d
a
a
Oo
Od
od
d
0
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e. Drinks available for you Poor Oo
Fair Oo
Good Oo
Excellent Oo
Don’t know Oo
A7. Did youfind the visiting hours convenient?
Yes oO
No Oo
Pleasefeel free to comment,if you wish to, on any aspectofthe facilities that were
provided to you, your family members andfriends:
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Section B: The care received from the nurses and doctors
These questions are concerned with the general care s/he received from the doctors and nurses
and the environmentin which this care was delivered. The questions apply to the last two days
of his/her life.
Please look at the following statements and tick the answer box that corresponds most
with youropinion.
B1. There was enoughhelp available to meet his/her personal care needs, such as
washing,personal hygiene and toileting needs.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree O
a
d
a
d
a
B2. There was enoughhelpwith nursing care, such as giving medicines and helping
him/her find a comfortable position in bed.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree O
o
O
d
d
a
0
B3. The bed area and surrounding environment was comfortable for him/her.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree Oo
O
o
d
a
ao
B4. The bed area and surrounding environment had adequateprivacy for him/her.
Strongly agree O
Agree O
Neither agree nor disagree Oo
Disagree Oo
Strongly disagree Oo
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B5. During his/herlast two days, in your view, how did youfind the general noise level of
the ward?
Too noisy Oo
Aboutright Oo
Too quiet Oo
B6.In your opinion, how clean wasthe ward area that s/he wasin?
Very clean Oo
Fairly clean Oo
Not at all clean Oo
B7. How werefluids given to him/herin the last two daysof his/herlife?
By moistening his/her mouth with a damp sponge
By giving sips of water
By giving fluids througha ‘drip’
Nofluids were given
Don’t know
Other (please specify)
O
H
o
d
a
d
a
 
B8. In your opinion, was this way of providing fluids the appropriate one?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
B9. Did any of the doctors or nurses discuss with you whethergiving fluids through a
‘drip’ would be appropriate in the last two daysoflife?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
B10. Would a discussion about the appropriatenessof giving fluids througha ‘drip’ in the
last two daysoflife have been helpful?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Not applicable, we had these types of discussions Oo
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B11. In your view, did s/he have any unnecessary tests or checks (for example too many
blood tests or blood pressure checks)?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
B12. Did you have confidenceandtrust in the nurses who were caring for him/her?
Yes, in all of them oO
Yes, in some of them Oo
No, not in any of the nurses Oo
B13. Did you have confidence andtrust in the doctors who werecaring for him/her?
Yes,in all of them Oo
Yes, in some of them Oo
No, not in any of the doctors Oo
B14. Overall, how would you assessthecare s/he received from the nurses?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor O
o
o
o
B15. Overall, how would you assessthecare s/he received from the doctors?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor O
o
o
o
Pleasefeel free to comment,if you wish to, on any aspect of the care s/he received or the
environmentin which this care was delivered:
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Section C: The control of pain & other symptoms
These questions are concerned with the symptomss/he had and the care s/he received during
the last two daysof his/her life.
C1. Many people are unconsciousor drowsy towardstheendoftheir life.
In his/her last two days, was s/he unconscious or drowsy?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
C2. Did the doctors and nurseshelp and support you to be with him/her(if you wanted to
be), even when s/he seemed to be unconscious?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable O
o
o
o
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C3. In your opinion, during the last two days,did s/he appearto be in pain?
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someof the time Oo
No, s/he did not appearto bein pain im
C4. Whens/hewasin pain, wasit usually mild, moderate or severe?
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Don’t know
Not applicable, s/he wasnotin pain OH
oa
oa
ga
dao
C5.In yourview,did the doctors and nurses do enoughto help relieve the pain?
Yes,all of the time
Yes, someofthe time
No, not atall
Not applicable, s/he wasnotin pain O
o
o
o
Please feel free to commentif you wish to:
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C6. In youropinion, during the last two days, did s/he appearto be restless?
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someof the time Oo
No, s/he did not appearto be restless Oo
C7. In yourview, did the doctors and nurses do enoughto help relieve the restlessness?
Yes,all of the time
Yes, someof the time
No, not atall
Not applicable, s/he was not restless Oo
Oo
Od
do
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C8. In your opinion, during the last two days, did s/he appearto havea ‘noisyrattle’ to
his/her breathing?
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someofthe time Oo
No, s/he did not havea ‘noisyrattle’ to the breathing Oo
C9. Did you find the ‘noisyrattle’ to his/her breathing distressing?
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someof the time Oo
No, notat all Oo
Not applicable, there was no ‘noisyrattle’ to his/her breathing Oo
C10. Would a discussion about why s/he had a ‘noisyrattle’ to the breathing have been
helpful?
Yes im
No Oo
Not applicable, we had these discussionswith the staff Oo
C11. In your view, did the doctors and nurses do enoughto help relieve the ‘noisy rattle’ to
his/her breathing?
Yes,all of the time
Yes, someofthe time
No, notat all
Not applicable, there wasno‘noisyrattle’ to his/her breathing Oo
0
a
o
0
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
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C12. In your opinion, during these last two days, did s/he have any nausea and/or
vomiting? By the term ‘nausea’, we mean‘feeling sick’.
Yes,all of the time Oo
Yes, someof the time Oo
No, s/he did not have nausea and vomiting Oo
C13. In your view, did the doctors and nurses do enoughto help relieve the nausea and/or
vomiting?
Yes,all of the time
Yes, some ofthe time
No, notatall
Not applicable, s/he did not have nausea and/or vomiting O
o
o
o
.
Pleasefeel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C14. In your opinion, during the last two days, did s/he appear breathless?
Yes,all of the time oO
Yes, someof the time oO
No, s/he did not appear breathless Oo
C15. In your view, did the doctors and nurses do enoughto help relieve the
breathlessness?
Yes,all of the time
Yes, someofthe time
No, notatall
Not applicable, s/he did not appear breathless Oo
od
od
oa
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
C16.In your view,did the doctors and nurses do enoughto keephis/her mouth moist and
clean?
Yes, all of the time
Yes, someof the time
No, notatall
Not applicable, his/her mouth was moist and clean Oo
da
d
0
Pleasefeel free to comment, if you wish to, on any other symptomss/he may have had
and anyhelp s/he mayhavereceivedfor these:
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Section D: Thereligious and spiritual support provided by the
healthcare team
The following questions are aboutthereligious and spiritual support that was provided to you and
your family memberorfriend by the healthcare team in the last two daysofhis/herlife. By
‘healthcare team’, we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who may
have beeninvolvedin his/her care such as a social workeror a chaplain.
D1. Did the healthcare team talk to him/her abouttheir religious or spiritual beliefs?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
D2. Did the healthcare team talk to you about your religious orspiritual beliefs?
Yes Oo
No oO
D3. Wass/he offered support from religious orspiritual leader?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
D4. Were youoffered support from religious or spiritual leader?
Yes Oo
No oO
D5. Did the healthcare team ask in advance aboutspecific religious or spiritualrituals that
you wantedat the time of his/her death?
Yes oO
No im
Please look at the following statements and cross[x] the answer box that corresponds
mostwith youropinion.
D6. Overall, his/her religious or spiritual needs were metby the healthcare team.
Strongly agree Oo
Agree Oo
Neither agree nor disagree im
Disagree Oo
Strongly disagree Oo
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D7. Overall, my religious or spiritual needs were met by the healthcare team.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nordisagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree OH
o
a
q
g
a
a
Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspectof the religious and/orspiritual
support received:
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Section E: Communication and emotional support
The following questions are about the communication and information that you, your family
membersandfriends received from the healthcare team in the last two daysofhis/herlife. We
also want to know aboutthe level of emotional support that was provided by the healthcare team.
By ‘healthcare team’, we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who may
have beeninvolvedin his/her care such as a social workeror a chaplain.
E1. During the last two days, how involved were you with the decisions abouthis/her care
and treatment?
Very involved Oo
Fairly involved Oo
Not involved Oo
E2. Were youinvolved in decisions about his/her care and treatment as much as you
wanted?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
E3. Wasthere any decision madeabouthis/her care or treatment that you did not want?
Yes Oo
No O
Don’t know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
E4. Did the healthcare team explain his/her condition and/or treatment in a way you found
easyordifficult to understand?
Very easy
Fairly easy
Fairly difficult
Very difficult
They did not explain his/her condition or treatment to me Oo
O
d
d
o
oOo
E5. Did any of the healthcare team ask about your understanding of what was happening?
Yes Oo
No oO
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E6. Would theoffer of a translator have been useful?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Not applicable Oo
E7. Were youable to discuss with the healthcare team any worries or fears you had about
his/her condition and/or treatment?
Yes Oo
No oO
E8. Were you given the opportunity to discuss your concerns about support forchildren
or grandchildren (underthe age of 18 years) who were mostaffected by his/her dying and
death?
Yes Oo
No O
Not applicable Oo
If no: Would this type of support have been useful?
Yes oO
No oO
E9. Did it ever happenthat one doctoror nurses said one thing abouthis/her condition
and treatment and another said somethingdifferent?
Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
Yes, once
No, never O
o
a
d
d
a
E10. In your opinion, did the healthcare team everdeliberately nottell you certain things
you wanted to know?
Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
Yes, once
No, never O
oo
do
o0
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Please look at the following statements and cross[x] the answer box that corresponds
mostwith your opinion.
E11. The doctors had timeto listen and discuss his/her condition with me.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree Oo
d
o
a
o
a
o
E12. The nurses hadtimeto listen and discuss his/her condition with me.
Strongly agree Oo
Agree Oo
Neither agree nor disagree Oo
Disagree Oo
Strongly disagree Oo
E13. How would you assessthe overall level of emotional support given to you by the
healthcare team?
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent O
o
o
o
0
Pleasefeel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of the level of communication,
information, or emotional support you, your family memberorfriend received:
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Section F: The circumstances surrounding his/her death
The following questions are aboutthe circumstances surrounding his/her death, and your feelings
about the wayin which the healthcare team treated you both atthis time. By ‘healthcare team’,
we meanthe doctors, the nurses and any other memberof staff who may have beeninvolved in
his/her care such as a social workeror a chaplain.
F1. Before s/he died, were you told s/he waslikely to die soon?
Yes oO
No oO
If ‘Yes’, who told you s/he waslikely to die soon?
Please continue with the questions below.
 
e If ‘No’, please go to question F6 (on the next page)
F2. At that time, were you given the chanceto talk aboutthe fact that s/he was dying?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
F3. Wasthat thefirst time you were aware that s/he was dying?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
F4. Did you have enoughprivacy when you weretold that s/he was dying?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know oO
F5. Were youtold in a sensitive manner?
Yes oO
No oO
Don’t know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
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F6. Were you given any written information about what to expect when s/he was dying?
Yes Oo
No Oo
If no: Would this type of information have been useful?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
F7. Did a memberofthe healthcare team talk to you about what to expect when s/he was
dying?
Yes Oo
No oO
If no: Would this type of discussion have been useful?
Yes Oo
No oO
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
F8. Did s/he ever express a preference about where s/he would like to die?
Yes(if possible, please specify place)
No Oo
If yes: Was this ever discussed with the healthcare team?
Yes oO
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
F9. Where did s/he die?
Hospital oO
Hospice Oo
Other(please specify): oO
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F10. In youropinion did s/hedie in the right place?
Yes, it was the right place
No, it was not the right place
Not sure
Don’t know OH
oo
dd
ao
If no: please tell us why it wasn’t the right place
 
F11. Were you askedif you wanted to be present whens/he died?
Yes Oo
No O
F12. Were you with him/her whens/he died?
Yes oO
No Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
Please lookat the following statements and cross[x] the answer box that corresponds
mostwith your opinion.
F13. | was given enough help and support by the healthcare team at the actual time of
his/her death.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree O
o
a
d
a
ao
F14. His/her personal belongings were returned to the family (orfriend) in a sensitive
manner.
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree O
o
d
o
o
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F15. Were particular practices orrituals followed after his/her death that were importantto
you, your family membersorfriends?
Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable O
o
o
o
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
F16. After s/he had died, did you or another family memberorfriend receive any written
information about what to do next, for example registering the death and organising the
funeral?
Yes Oo
No oO
If yes: Was this useful?
Yes Oo
No Oo
F17. Did you receive any written information about what you might experienceafter s/he
had died (for example a bereavementorgrieving leaflet)?
Yes oO
No Oo
If yes: Wasthis useful?
Yes oO
No Oo
F18. After s/he had died, did individuals from the healthcare team dealwith you in a
sensitive manner?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Not applicable, | didn’t have any contact with the healthcare team Oo
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F19. Since s/he died have youtalked to anyonefrom health or social services or from a
bereavementservice about your experiences regarding his/herillness and death?
Yes Oo
No Oo
If no: Would you haveliked to talk to someone?
Yes Oo
No oO
Don’t know Oo
Please feel free to comment, if you wishto:
 
 
F20. Since s/he died, have you beenin any situation in which there appearedto be a lack
of communication about his/her death e.g. GP not being aware s/he had died?
Yes Oo
No Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
Pleasefeel free to comment,if you wish to, on any aspectof care received aroundthetime
of his/her death and in the time since his/her death:
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Section G: Overall impressions
The following questions are about your overall impression of the care s/he receivedin the last
two daysoflife and your experiences during thattime.
G1. How muchofthe time was s/he treated with respect and dignity by the healthcare
team?
Always
Mostof the time
Someofthe time
Never
Don’t know O
o
d
a
0
G2. How muchofthe time wass/he treated as an individual by the healthcare team?
Always Oo
Mostof the time Oo
Someofthe time Oo
Never Oo
Don’t know Oo
G3. In his/her last two days,in your opinion, was s/he at peace?
Yes oO
No Oo
Don’t know Oo
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
 
 
G4. Overall, in your opinion, were you adequately supported during his/her last two days
of life?
Yes oO
No oO
Please feel free to commentif you wishto:
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Althoughthe focusof this questionnaire has very much beenonhis/herlast daysoflife,
we appreciate there may be other aspects of care or support prior to this time, which you
wish to feedback. Please feel free to comment, if you wish to, on any aspect of the overall
care and support received:
 
 
 
 
a2
Section H: Information about you
Wewould like to know little more about you. This will help us make further use of the
information you give us and will remain strictly confidential.
H1. What wasyourrelationship to him/her?
Wereyou his/her:
Husband / Wife / Partner
Son / Daughter
Brother / Sister
Son-in-law / Daughter-in-law
Parent
Friend
Neighbour
Staff in nursing or residential home
Warden(sheltered accommodation)
Other (please describe)
H2. What age groupare you in?
18-19
20-29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50-59
60 - 69
70-79
80 + Oo
O
d
d
o
d
o
o
0
0
OB
Ho
Oo
Oo
do
oo
og
o
o
H3. Please could you indicate to which ethnic group you belong:
White British Oo
White Irish Oo
White other Oo
Indian Oo
Pakistani Oo
Bangladeshi Oo
Asian other(please specify) Oo
 
Noneof these (please specify)
Mixed white / black Caribbean
Mixed white / black African
Mixed white / Asian
Mixed other
Black Caribbean
Black African
Black other (please specify) Oo
d
g
o
a
d
a
n
o
0
 
Oo
H4. Are you:
Male oO
Female Oo
H5. Whatis your religiousaffiliation?
None
Buddist
Christian
Jewish
Hindu
Muslim
Sikh
Noneof these (please specify)
Oo
Od
gd
ag
ag
ao
gq
o
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Section |: Your views on completing the questionnaire
Weunderstand that this questionnaire is about a sensitive topic and we are grateful to you for
filling it in. We think it is important to know the viewsofrelatives and friends so that your views
can be taken into account when improving services and care. But we wantto be sure that we are
asking you about yourviewsin the most sensitive way. We would like to learn about your
experience of completing this questionnaire.
11. Did you find any aspect of the questionnaire upsetting?
Yes oO
No oO
If yes, could you tell us more aboutthis?
 
12. What do youthink about the length of the questionnaire?Is it:
Too long
Just right
Too short
Ok
Other (please specify)
Oo
od
od
ca
 
13. Are there any questions you think we should haveleft out?
Yes Oo
No oO
If yes, could you tell us more aboutthis?
 
I4. Are there any questions you think we should add?
Yes Oo
No oO
If yes, could you tell us more aboutthis?
poe
Thank you very muchfor taking the time to complete
this questionnaire.
We would bevery grateful if you could return it to us in the stamped
address envelopeprovided,or postto:
Dr Catriona Mayland
Clinical Research Fellow
Directorate of Specialist Palliative Care
1°‘ Floor, Linda McCartney Centre
Royal Liverpool University Hospital
Prescot Street
Liverpool
L7 8XP
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